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Abstract  
Tales as an oral narratives gives us some ideas about the perceptions and attitudes of the people in a society. In this paper, we try to get your attention to the Keloğlan as a Turkish tale type who gives us some ideas about the psychological motivations and perceptions in Turkish culture. The Turkish tale hero Keloğlan is a timeless/fitting all-time character who gives clues for today with his personality from past narratives to the present. In fact, fairy tales set boundaries and offer acceptable models. Actually Keloğlan isn’t really an ideal type but at the end of the tales, we come across with him as a type of winner. He always behaves against obstacles and inequity and he returns an ideal type. Lie is seen as a sympathetic trick in the Keloğlan tales. Keloğlan's lies and tricks are ignored by the society to the extent that he opposes injustice. Based on the Schema theory, we can say that the “other-directedness” schema domain is used in the tales of Keloğlan frequently, but in a way, related with lie. Keloğlan uses lie or manipulation for the reason of “approval seeking”, but as a way of defence against to the “self-subjugation” and “self-sacrifice”. In a sense, Keloğlan, as a Turkish tale type, shows us another aspect of society's approval mechanism.
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Lie is one of the indispensable components in daily life of human. It can be said that there is no person who does not lie; therefore, there is no culture where people does not lie. Lie is one of the deepest mystery of human psychology; it has a close relationship with daily life and the cultural process where is existed. Although it is a human universal, that is, a common phenomenon that all people say and exhibit, its context or meaning in each society is different; these differences make the phenomenon of lies unique to culture as well as universal. While human makes lie a part of his/her psychology, at the same time makes it a part of his/her community. Lie has a very complex quality in interpersonal interaction as a psycho-dynamic and social process. It definitely resists mono-causal explanations. Lie is one of the founding elements of human socialization in daily life. Therefore in many moments of daily life it can arise with paradoxical reactions and reasons that can be contradicted with each other or can be encountered by behaviors.

Lie, includes a psychodynamic and social process, has different connotations in different societies and it is located in different contexts, which plays different roles in human relations and interactions. Probity and telling the truth are approved behaviours in many society, and lie generally is perceptive adversely as morally. Truth and lie exist together in human life and they can be definable as to each other. This is a paradoxical process which shows us that without lie it could be difficult to define what the truth is (Van Dongen and Fainzang, 2002, p.85).

The paradoxical dimension of lie which is both attractive and precarious for human being could be confusing just as the situation of philosophers, anthropologist, psychologists, or other researchers. Many philosopher, think about on this paradoxical process look for a pertinent reply. For example, puritanical moralist philosopher Augustinus, separates the lie phenomenon into different categories like, hurtful lies make somebody felt downtrodden or lies which is good for someone, but bad for another. Agustinus says that the truh is related with god so there is no lie which is forgivable even under the situation of a dilemma (Augustinus, 1998, p.39-43).

According to another profound thinker Francis Bacon, the virtue of mind emerges with truth, and he says that momentary lies pass through human mind is not as dangerous as the lies permanent in the mind. Because, permanent lies make much more harmful effect on the mind and morality (Bacon, 1998, p.44-46). Immanuel Kant however, interprets the topic in a secular frame. Kant says that the meaning of probity comes from being honest with own self that it is also a responsibility to others. And if one suffers from other person’s honesty, this could be only an accidental encounter (Kant, 1998, p.47-51). Philosopher Henry Sidwick approaches to the topic relatively and says that there is no definite indication about what lie includes. And according to him, people would say the truth even they shouldn’t in some situation (Sidgwick, 1998, p.52-54). Arguments of philosophers on lie show us that the debate on lie, morality and human behaviours are ongoing.

On the other hand, there are differences about perception of lie phenomenon in different societies. Anthropologists show us the role of lie in daily routines of different societies. For example in a Greek village, lie has a vital importance. In this village, parents have a different method to teach their children how they understand if somebody lies. Parents tell lie to their children intentionally, so the children try to learn catch the lie (Barnes, 1994, p.2, 74). According to another research, in a village in Mexico, especially to reach the daily information or understand some restrictions related to lie or manipulation have an important role. In Peru among the Sharanahua people lie has another role. In the society, to save the good relations with relatives, the truth is suppressed in some situations. For example, meat has vital importance in this society and Sharanahua people when try to hide the quantity of meat from hunting, they manipulate the others. This situation is perceived unexceptional to save the good relations among relatives (Barnes, 1994, p.68-70). According to another example about perception of lie in Lebanon among Beit-Ahmds in some situations especially about family honour truth is suppressed. If truth causes some bad effects on the hierarchy and honour of someone, lie is unexceptional and sometimes shared collectively (Gilsenan,
1998, p.101-108). Lie can be used as a strategic or tactical tool in in-group or non-group relationships; in fact, it is often the case.

While different cultures have different motivations to tell lie, it is not known what kind of perception mechanism is effective on the act. At this point, we want to look upon the general attitudes in Turkish culture through the oral narratives. The Turkish tale type of Keloğlan gives us some hints about the topic and interpreting the processes behind the behavior, we get some help from the cognitive-behaviorist approach of Schema Theory.

2. “Other-Directedness” in Turkish Culture and Schema Theory

Schema Theory is one of the psychotherapeutic approaches that used in order to define thoughts, beliefs and rules arising from childhood, the concept of “Early Maladaptive Schemas” is used. It is defined as “stable and enduring themes that developed during childhood are elaborated throughout an individual’s lifetime”. According to Schema Theory people’s perceptions and attitudes evolved from schemas in their mind (Young, 1999, p.9). Related studies says that, there are eighteen schemas under five schema domains. These five schema domains are a) Disconnection and rejection; b) Impaired autonomy and performance; c) Impaired limits; d) Overvigilance and inhibition; and e) Other-directedness (Young, Klosko and Weishaar, 2003, p.14-17).

The current studies conducted with Turkish population related to Schema Theory revealed that "other-directedness" is one of the most used "schema domain" among other five schema domains and which is compromised from "approval-seeking", "self-sacrifice", and "self-subjugation" (e.g, Atalay, Akbaş, Zahmacıoğlu, Kılıç and Göktna, 2013; Gök, 2012; Köse, 2009; Köse Karaca, 2014; Şanlı and Gençöz, 2011; Soygür, Karaosmanoğlu and Çakır, 2009; Ünal, 2012). Other-directedness schema domain is based on “an excessive focus on the desires, feelings, and responses of others, at the expense of one's own needs - in order to gain love and approval, maintain one’s sense of connection, or avoid retaliation”. Roots of this domain arise from “conditional acceptance: children must suppress important aspects of themselves in order to gain love, attention, and approval. In many such families, the parents’ emotional needs and desires - or social acceptance and status - are valued more than the unique needs and feelings of child”. Domain of other-directedness involves the schemas of subjugation based on “excessive surrendering of control to others because one feels coerced - usually to avoid anger, retaliation, or abandonment”; self-sacrifice related to “excessive focus on voluntarily meeting the needs of others in daily situations, at the expense of one’s own gratification”; and approval-seeking based on “excessive emphasis on gaining approval, recognition or attention from other people or fitting in, at the expense of developing a secure and true sense of self” (Young et al., 2003, p.14-17).

This knowledge draw attention to the relationship between other-directedness and Turkish culture. In this kind of a society, in order to take acceptance, love and attention, people believe that they have to behave through social norms and rules. Therefore, while these people draw attention to stories related to badness of lying; they have the problem to confess their act of lying paradoxically since they do not tolerate the risk of rejection (Köse Karaca, 2014). We can see similar findings also in an article written by Emine Gürsoy Naskali, in the “Book of Lie” (2015) It is stated in this study that the reason of lying has a broad context in the stories of research group which consists two hundred-ninety-five young people between the age of ten to eighteen. The reasons of lie encountered in these stories are classified under three titles; namely, lying to suppress the delinquency, lying for what is wanted, and lying for defense. In this research, it is emphasized that the main reason of lying mostly the risk or fear of rejection (Gürsoy Naskali, 2015, p.137-138).

In this sense, the idea of the subsistence of a relationship between “other directedness” schema domain and Turkish culture, make arise another viewpoint to understand perceptions and attitudes about lie in Turkish culture. Based on this viewpoint, we search the examples of Turkish oral narratives about the motif and try to understand how “lie” appears in oral narratives as manipulation or trick. In this sense, we could catch some hints about indicated relations between
schemas and narratives of any culture. When we interpret the lie phenomenon in the frame of Schema Theory, it could be said that, what cause the lie in daily routines, or another word, the reason of lie is the main point. Thus, in this paper, we try to get your attention to different approach of schema theory to lie phenomenon and we made some further research depending on our suggestion related to other-directedness and lying in Turkish oral narratives.

3. Keloğlan/The Bald-Boy as a Turkish Tale Type and “His Lie”

Oral narratives, as one of the important parts of tradition, reflects the mind and perceptions of the people living in a society and they are formed by various motifs which is “the smallest element of narration” (Alptekin, 1997, p.297), belong to the culture. When we review oral narratives, we can find some aspects of lie or we can find several types related with lie as motif which is showed in several motif indexes ⁵. According to our research, Turkish tales could give us lots of material about the motif of lie or the types related with lying. When we review the examples we could see the cause of lie or the reason of lying has an importance in the narrative frame in some tales. The main character of the tale or other types in the tale could be the type of a liar or manipulator. In the tales, which reflect lots of emotion and reality about life, the listeners are wanted to feel empathy with the main character of the tale. If the main character of the narrative lies, there is always a comprehensible reason of character that because the main character should always be the ideal type and the narrative should improve in this frame, but the same situation isn’t valid for the other characters related with lie (Dursun, 2015, p.5-6). Concerning with the morally acceptable narrative, it is important to be an ideal type in order to the approval of interested listeners. In another words, the main character of the tale should have the acceptable reasons and ideal attributions from avoiding the risk of rejection.

For example, one of the tale type of Turkish tales Keloğlan⁶, name of a poor orphan boy who is the hero of many tales and he has a remarkable character with his tricks (Dursun, 2015, p.6). Keloğlan is a cute, sly boy, most of the time he is looked down and pushed around but he is still a hero fights against injustice. He defeats his poverty and unhappiness with his tricks and intelligence. Keloğlan is not an ideal hero type. Sometimes he has bad behaviours and not obey the rules. But he finally finds the right path. He shows insidious and clever resistance to injustice and finishes business with his own way. “Sultans, and the world’s beauty is saved by his tricks; Keloğlan becomes the sultan and marries with the daughter of sultan”. He handles the most complex events with his reasoning, intelligence and sympathetic tricks. “These qualities make his baldness even tolerable” (Aslan, 2001, p.34).

Keloğlan collects the some characteristics of Turkish people on his own. He trusts reasoning and luck helps. He has humorous way of perception and behaviour. Keloğlan, as a type is parallel with tricster archetype (Şimşek, 2017, p.52-53). Most of the time in tales, Keloğlan use the way of manipulation -like telling lie or deceiving- to overcome the obstacles, and he always has an acceptable reason why he manipulates the other characters who try to make Keloğlan overhelmed. Manipulating the other unfair characters, Keloğlan try to save the life of his own or some others who is innocent; try to cure an injustice; try to raise dignity or try to prove himself. These reasons – even he lies or manipulates the others- always find a place in the realism of daily life to be an approved ideal type in the society (Dursun, 2015, p.6-33). In most tales he returns different and more desirable character with his tricks. He achieves his goals in a duality of good and bad, true or false like in the life of real people (Şimşek, 2017, p.55).

See the “Motif Index of Folk Literature” prepared by Thompson (1932-1936, revised and expanded 1955-1958); “Typen Türkischer Volksmärchen” prepared by Eberhard and Boratat (1953); and “The Types of International Folktales” (2004), prepared by Uther, named “The ATU System” based on the system of Aarne and Thompson.

See the “Tales of Keloğlan” (Alangu, 2016).
In folk tales, that have their own rules, time, space and plot are the basic parts gain functionality through character typology. The plot in folktale type encountering a problem and waiting for the solution of this problem (Ozan, 2011, p.72). Keloğlan a symbolic type of Turkish tales. He appears as a type who “reveals his own existence” (Önal, 2013, p.302, 307) to overcome the “tricks of others” and their difficulties. Keloğlan tales take place in a realistic world, between realistic people and events. Unlike the other fairy-tale heroes, Keloğlan comes from the lower status and he rises as the result of “coincidences, his own compulsions and revolts against injustices” (Bekki, 2004, p.99). “The only weapon of Keloğlan against his enemies is his mind, intelligence and cunning”. The aim of Keloğlan in fairy tales is to achieve success and power (Alptekin, 2004, p.98).

4. Discussion and Conclusion

Turkish fairy tale hero Keloğlan is a timeless / fitting all times character that gives clues for today with his personality from past narratives to the present. In fact, tales set boundaries and offer acceptable models. Obstacles, despair, intrigues, fears that we encounter in fairy tales becomes solvable by using methods like patience, compromise, using your mind, cunning and deceit. In fairy tales, the bad loses, the good wins; Keloğlan, the symbolic type of Turkish tales that can be deceitful, sometimes liar and cunning, is a character that manages to stay in the balance between good and bad. In fact, resorting to lie and deceit is an act that is excluded by the society. The lie and deceit that we encounter in the Keloğlan tales, that is the cheating of the Keloğlan, are presented to us in a sympathetic way. Is this the shadow forth of such a message in the Keloğlan narratives?: “Even if you're going to cheat, keep it fit; there is a way of doing that “. This suggestion can be a clue that lie and deception, that is, negative behavior, should be stuck within acceptable limits. So what are society's acceptable limits to cheating and cunning? How does Keloğlan, who is bald, orphan, poor, cheater and liar, stays in balance with so many shortcomings and still gets approval from others? The trick should be clever; it should reflect quick wit; may contain jokes; it must find a solution to the problem and ensure that power is finally obtained; that is, it must balance between the best behavior and the worst, the one to be excluded, and power it. Here, Keloğlan gets approval from others by staying in balance in his behavior at that border. Well, who are the others according to Keloğlan? Everyone who confronts the keloğlan with a problem; and everyone who will approve of the Keloğlan positively after he has won the power struggle, that is, the people who need power in the society, and the listeners of these narratives are among the others. Trying to understand the Keloğlan's way of dealing with difficulties can give us a clue of what? Understanding the Keloğlan gives us clues about how lie and cheating are perceived by our society during the power struggle. A message is also presented like this: You don't have to be perfect, you can still succeed; you can rise from the bottom to the top and gain power, you can reach wealth from poverty, you can rise from disrepute to dignity, still you can find a way to overcome the adversity.

Keloğlan tales continue to be passed down from generation to generation through those who tell, read and listen to it. Accompanying us through narratives, Keloğlan is an archetype of Turkish society with a tendency of other-directedness, psychologically. The other-directedness tendency of Turkish society shows itself best in adherence to social norms. In Turkish culture, "approval of others" is important. The place of the individual, in the eyes of others in the society is controlled by social norms. Social norms determine what you will do and how you will behave in the society. Behaviors that are exhibited outside of social norms can lead to punishments ranging from mild to severe such as condemnation and exclusion (see Örnek, 1995). In Turkish society, other-directedness gain its power from here. Social norms is effective in shaping the behavior and motivation of individuals; in a sense, social norms guide the behavior of individuals. Because, in order to be approved by the society, it is necessary to exhibit behaviors that are approved. So why does Keloğlan not be excluded and even get the approval of others even if he
behaves negatively, in a way? Because the winner in the power struggle gets the approval of others. Here, as a result of the interest in power and strength, Keloğlan uses his mind, closes his deficiencies and solves the problem, seizes the power and gets the approval of the others, and the way he applies for all these is considered to be allowable. As a result, it can be said that in Keloğlan tales, which are one of the important elements of the Turkish narrative tradition, other-directedness appears as a way of reaching power.
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